Caltech's Politics Sampled by Poll

by Dave Levin

As of midnight, Election Day, Ronald Reagan led the gubernatorial race with a predicted majority of 50% of the vote. The race is a hale Lutin-Governor-elect at this time is Robert Finch with 36.6%. But let us now leave the hurri-cane world of external reality and look at how the election should have been, according to the Caltech-YSMA Political Poll.

The "liberal quotient" on campus seems directly proportional to the number of Academic years. The problem of how to solve this is only two weeks away. Begun wielding hammer and studded leather, the group was busily building "The Rake's Progress" under their uluated Saturn," fire-breathing snail called "The Grads 73 18 9"

Staff 40

Psychedelic Art will proceed on right on schedule, according to Wes Bertenthal, director of Caltech Plant. Most of the concrete pouring is under way, with substantial amounts of air conditioning and electrical work already completed.

The nine-story library, which will ultimately cost over two million dollars, was designed by Florence and Moody. Carl Johnson, a Caltech graduate, was the consulting engineer. In ad-

"The idea has many merits. Obviously if a large number of students participated it would improve good will among the students of both Schools. Little contact between individuals of one House and another except in class, and this program would tend to remedy the situation.

The exchanging is very simple, requiring only a sign-up sheet for the food manager. The guests could serve themselves and provide conversation stimulators, and a means of tangible communica-

Notices

FREE GIRLS

Are not offered in the Peace Es-

say Contest sponsored by Lions In-

ternational, but 300 are. No, not Confederate money. Fur-

ther information is available from any local Lions Club, or the Tech office.

ALPINE CLUB

Interested in rockclimbing and mountaineering? Come to Wenritt Clubroom, 17:00 p.m. November 14, 1969. Help rebuild this once active group. Officers, and N.C.D.L.S, gradu-

ates graciously welcomed.

A BULLETIN BOARD

for off-campus groups (week) has been placed in the student office window pending the completion of a permanent one in the corridor.

GRAPEVILLE ONWARD! WRESTLERS

Wrestling practice starts Nov-

ember 19. Anyone interested in being on the team this year must see Coach Cutman before then, or he will not get on the team.

NORMANS ARISE!

Be sure not to miss "1666 And All That" the ASCiT Assembly coming up next week, 11:10 a.m. November 16. Dr. John Benton will describe some interesting side-effects of the conquest.

Interhouse Structures Emerge

Interhouse Dance, the most elaborate social event of the year is only two weeks away. A few Houses have already begun building hammer and saw, but the recent rains halted their construction efforts for a few days. All the Houses have completed choosing a theme and are busily building their plans. Page House began building Interhouse first. Under their theme of "The Eighth Moon of Saturn," they plan to have a Firebreathing snail called Zirin as well as a rock-roll band for entertainment. Zirin will prowl the moon's caves leading to the Saturn ferry. (The Lounge).

Physical Science 65 24 11
Mathematics 51 38 12
Engineering 50 42 8
Overall, the poll rated Andrew's as a show up only the ex-
ception being the undergraduate,

Faculty 63 20 10
Grads 43 32 25
Undergrads 24 36 20
Staff 31 25

Plan Thursday For Social Intercouse

by Savvy

The ASCiT Activities Commit-

tee has put a plan through the BOD by which on-campu stu-

dents might have a chance to meet other Student Houses. The plan is strictly voluntary, but problems are predicted for it. It seems that students here are just not concerned about being seen, even though there is no real opposition to it.

The idea has many merits. Obviously if a large number of students participated it would improve good will among the students of both Schools. Little contact between individuals of one House and another except in class, and this program would tend to remedy the situation.

ActIVITIES: Ch irm a Joe Bierko proposed the plan because of the requests made by the faculty of one House that the program should be started and given a fair chance. Only 20-30 participants each week from all Houses are all that is needed to make the program successful.

The exchanging is very simple, requiring only a sign-up sheet for the food manager. The guests could serve themselves and provide conversation stimulators, and a means of tangible communica-

between Houses.

by Savvy

Rake's Progress" accompanied vocally by Gleria Grace Proser, a fine actress. The audience actually in that the audience actually

"The idea has many merits. Obviously if a large number of students participated it would improve good will among the students of both Schools. Little contact between individuals of one House and another except in class, and this program would tend to remedy the situation.

ActIVITIES: Ch irm a Joe Bierko proposed the plan because of the requests made by the faculty of one House that the program should be started and given a fair chance. Only 20-30 participants each week from all Houses are all that is needed to make the program successful.

The exchanging is very simple, requiring only a sign-up sheet for the food manager. The guests could serve themselves and provide conversation stimulators, and a means of tangible communica-

between Houses.
Painted Black

Ah, what black times are upon us. The food is worse this year, Reagan has become Governor, and our Midlands have raped us. Oh woe, ill-begotten world! Let us mourn.

—Michael Mee

John Middelich

Five in the Afternoon

Inside the wood-and-stone bullring, the seats rise quite steeply to the back, and the presence of the ring也让 his feet on your seat if you're not there. If you are, he's shown sort of seek out niches on either side of your hips—quite a cozy way to sit. The trampling of the crowd, the smell of the dust under your seat, and the sudden rush of air before the bull jumps from the barrier onto a circular red fence about four feet tall separating the action from the stands. One bull man

aged to leap this barrier and run amok among the hangers-on. So he hung his head all day without attracting much attention, but the young amateurs were well contented with their sport. The bull's rump, but the young amateurs were well contented with their sport.

As the bull broke into a run, the novillero called, "Ole!" He had seen the bull before, in his own games; but he had never been equal to it. A few passes because he held his head so high. To lower the body and make the bull jump from the ring. The bull ran amok among the hangers-on.

Brown Wins Poll

(Continued from page 1) We are permitted to report a professional consisitently, tended to favor escalation.
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A lot of people say no. They say beer is one of those good things you cultivate a taste for—like olives, or scotch, or kumquats. Maybe. But we think it makes a difference which brand of beer we’re talking about.

We think Budweiser is an exception to this “you’ve gotta get used to it” rule. It’s so smooth. (You see, no other beer is Beechwood Aged; it’s a costly way to have it and it takes more time. But it works.)

So whether you’re one of the few who has never tried beer, or a beer drinker who suddenly feels the urge to find out why so many people enjoy Budweiser, we think you’ll like it. From the very first taste.

Budweiser

KIND OF BEERS—AMERICAN BREDO. INC. • ST. LOUIS

SENNER • LOS ANGELES • 1 AHPA • HOUSTON
Believing that anything really "special" evening should begin with dinner "a la carte," we will occasionally offer information regarding some of the more interesting restaurants in the LA area. This week, we devote the column to two very different restaurants—the first is interesting because of its existence; the second mainly because of its "atmosphere" (the food is superior, too).

For those interested in sampling foods of foreign origin, the Garuda on north Lake Avenue offers a new dining experience. This restaurant specializes in Indonesian fare and has an atmosphere reminiscent (we suppose) of the old Dutch East Indies. Each table comes complete with grass roof, and for those with Dutch is a rustic, in English translation is provided with the menu. The waitresses are also suitably attired in Indonesian garb, and are a bit difficult to understand because of their heavy Dutch accent.

Romantic Chanting

The music of different periods combined with the artistic and inspired playing produced a thoroughly enjoyable concert.

The program ranged widely over both modern and classical compositions. Nielsen, Schulter, and Ibert represented modern composers while Haydn and Bach were representative of the masters. The interaction of music of different periods combined with the artistic and inspired playing produced a thoroughly enjoyable concert.

DELMETTE
KOSHER STYLE
Delicatessen
Restaurant
LUNCHES DINNERS
CATERING
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
1770 E. COLORADO BLVD.
S. Y. 6-4373
Parking in rear
Not Zoned

 Coming: November 16, 1966

HUGHES RESEARCH LABORATORIES
announce campus interviews for Electronics Engineers and Physicists receiving Ph.D. degr. or
Current programs include:
Ionics Research
Plasma and Gas Discharge Research
Millimeter Wave Generators and Amplification Technology
Coherent Optical Detection and Lasers
Quantum Electronics and Solid State Studies
Electron / Ion Beams — Surface Interaction

Contact your Placement Office to arrange a campus interview. Or write to Mr. W. Walker, Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, California 90265

Creating a new world with electronics
Meo, Stoecker Help Pomona to Victory

that they should have: where they might have taken sixth and
seventh places for a one-point overall difference, there was a
temp-point spread in the score.

The four-mile Pomona course itself was deceptive as it twisted
and turned, going through woods and up hills. This prevented
the visitors from accurately gauging where they were in order to
pace themselves. Cross and Roulac both rabbited the start,
whizzing past the mile mark at 4:45, but after a while Cross too
fell behind, and Mason almost caught him before the end.

The times of the first three finishers were Roulac 19:54; Cross 20:52; and Mason 21:09. This Saturday the Smogeaters travel to Loma Linda for the annual Invitational Meet there.

Gridders Ripped Apart by UCR

Caltech lost more than a football game at Riverside last week. It lost most of its backfield, not to mention its best end. While Riverside was running up 43 points it was also racking up a few players. Tech never did score.

Heading the list of the injured is Lonnie Martin, all-league can-
didate for end. His ankle isn't broken, but he will be out for the remainder of the season. Next across Tom Burton, quar-
terback, whose swollen thigh plagues him enough to keep him from running. He will be out for the last two games.

Then there is Ray Kawal, the halfback who has shared run-
ning with Burton and Franzini. His diagnosis was a cracked
rib after X-rays discovered the source of his pain following the game.

Frazzini too

Last but not least, is the third
rider, John Frazzini. He spent
most of the game on the bench
with an extremely painful shoul-
der injury, but he still did (he
punting for Caltech and was the
only one on the team to score. He
was caught in the end zone
with the ball for a safety.

The game itself was much too
lopsided for the quality of the
opposition. Crispied Caltech was
an easier prey than usual, how-
ever. Most of Riverside's scor-
ing came on runs through the
porous defense.

Tomorrow night the annual
track meet will be held in the Rose Bowl at 8 p.m. Although not headed for the league championship, Oxy has beaten Redlands and Cal Lutheran.

Grads' Eat Survey

(Continued from page 2)
Captain's Flattie (for those with a hearty appetite)
Take gas, young studs
The K. E. Lee must also be famous for its informality. Attire
ranging from very casual street clothes to tuxedo and gown are
much in evidence. The enormous capacity of the riverboat makes
reservations necessary only after about 7:00 p.m.

Addendum: Further checking has revealed that the age limit is
18 for girls and 21 (arg!) for fellows at the Warehouse.

Avco/MSD
The pathway to a real challenge

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Senior and Graduate Engineers

The Missile Systems Division of the Avco Corporation has been a major developer of Re-entry Vehicles since 1950. Through the years, our organization has designed and developed re-entry vehicles for the Atlas, Titan and Minuteman Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles. Today's projects include advanced penetration aids, advanced re-entry vehicles, vulnerability and hardening, tactical missile systems and other advanced technologies.

Opportunities for current and future graduates exist in the following areas:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING & AERODYNAMICS
- Mechanical Design
- Thermodynamics
- Heat Transfer
- Structural Design
- Aerodynamics

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
- Electronic Systems
- Telemetry
- Instrumentation
- Electromechanical Systems

PHYSICS & SCIENCES
- Material Development
- Thermal Properties
- Aerophysics
- Plasma Research
- Inoperable Physics
- Microbiology

MATHMATICS
- Applied Mathematics
- Scientific Math Analysis
- Scientific & Engineering Programming
- Flight Test Data Reduction Programming
- Systems Program & Analysis


-Avco Corporation
Missile Systems Division
201 Lowell Street, Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887